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Welcome to the first CIW newsletter of 2011. I hope you’re looking forward to a
good year of turning and club meetings. If you’ve got any ideas for our newsletter,
please let me know. Email is a great way to be in touch, but you can also talk with me
at our monthly meetings -- I’m usually there.
For other news and items don’t forget to go to our club website.
Larry Moreau -- CIW Newsletter Editor (moreau5575@yahoo.com)
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Don’t forget our club meeting Monday, Feb. 14 at 6:30 p.m. at James Pearce’s
shop in Peoria (directions on website). Bring something for show & tell.
Program: Dave Kraft will demonstrate turning tops
President’s Challenge for March: Turn something with a foot.
(President’s Challenge is every other month at Bloomington meeting).
####################
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
W. Keith Adams
Did you see the article in American Woodturner Dec. 2010 (p.9) about our very
own Keith Adams? It was a great article about the May surprise party that 35 friends
and students attended in Decatur. Keith is a founding member of the AAW (member
#24) and has been a turner for more than 64 years. He helped develop the Vega Bowl
Lathe and has work in galleries, collections, and homes in the U.S., Canada, Australia,
Japan, England, and Germany.
I do have one complaint about this great tribute to Keith -- they forget to mention
that he is a member of the Central Illinois Woodturners club! (Somebody write a letter
to the editor.)
Congratulations Keith and thanks from all the students and CIW club members
you’ve inspired over the years.
####################

MEET THE 2011 CIW OFFICERS
President -- Joe Landon
Treasurer -- Terry Quiram
Webmaster -- Keith Zimmerman
Program Chair -- Carl Miller
AV Chair -- Dave Kraft

Vice President -- Frank Kobilsek
Secretary -- Hod Bailey
Librarian -- John Timerman
Membership Chair -- Bill Schulz
Newsletter Editor -- Larry Moreau

We’ve got pics below (I didn‘t get a photo of Bill -- sorry, we‘ll make it up next
month); obviously our officer’s photos are listed in order of importance as well as talent,
poise and beauty.
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2011 CIW Officers

President -- Joe Landon

Vice President -- Frank Kobilsek
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Treasurer -- Terry Quiram

Secretary -- Hod Bailey
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Webmaster -- Keith Zimmerman

Program -- Carl Miller
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A/V Chair -- Dave Kraft

Librarian -- John Timmerman
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Newsletter Editor -- Larry Moreau

####################
Dick Coers January program on texturing
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Woodburning

Dick doing something that looks dangerous but really isn’t.
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RUSS FAIRFIELD TRIBUTE
We lost one of our nationally known turners last month. Russ Fairfield passed
away Jan. 4, 2011 and will be missed by all. He would often post on the WoodCentral
turning messageboard and I always made it a point to read his comments.
In his honor and memory, I am reprinting his “Universal Truths of Woodturning”
article. I really enjoyed reading this when I began turning three years ago and still find
his ruminations worthy of consideration. Some of my favorites are 2, 31 & 40. Enjoy.

The "Universal Truths" of Woodturning
(As I Know Them) by Russ Fairfield

These Truths I hold as self-evident. These are the things about woodturning that I have
learned to accept without question. They are above argument. I have no doubt that many more
can be added as I become more proficient in the art/craft of woodturning. I also have no doubt
that there will be arguments on the merits of some of those that I have included. There is no
importance in their listed order; I wrote them down as I thought of them.
1. There are only three ways to become an accomplished woodturner, and they are practice,
practice, and more practice.
That practice will be easier with a copy of Keith Rowley's book, "Woodturning: A
Foundation Course", and learning to do everything that he discusses. Follow that with his book,
"Keith Rowley's Woodturning Projects", and make all 20 of them. If you do these things, you
will be well on your way to becoming a woodturner. There are comparable books and videos,
but I happen to like these.
2. It takes years to become an expert woodturner. Standing in front of a lathe, all day, every
day, for 20 years would be a good start. Others may be faster than that, but most of the real
experts have a lot of gray hair.
3. Woodturning is both an "art" and a "craft." The "craft" is in how the wood is cut, the tools
we use, and how we use them. The shape of the finished piece is the "art." Learning about other
art forms (pottery, glass, sculpture, etc.) will improve the "art" of our woodturning.
4. Continue being challenged to learn new things. One year's experience repeated ten (10)
times is not the same as having ten (10) years of experience.
5. Never lose sight of the customer/user. Anything that is intended to be used must be usable.
6. You can't cut wood with dull tools. The corollary is that the sharper the tool is, the better it
cuts.
7. Consistency is more important than the actual profile of the cutting tool. Otherwise we are
using a different tool after every trip to the grinder.
It doesn't matter what the grinding wheel is made of, how fast it spins, whether the tool
is held in a jig or freehand, or if we use a belt sander or a rock, so long as the same edge profile
is repeated every time we use it.
8. The speed of the grinding wheel doesn't matter. They all remove metal. The faster wheel
removes it faster. There is some justification for the new woodturner to use the slower wheel.
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9. It doesn't matter what color grinding wheel is used. It can be pink, gray, white, violet, blue,
green, or whatever color. It can be made from Aluminum Oxide, Silicone Carbide, sandpaper, or
a rock. They all remove metal.
Some may be softer and require dressing more often to make them flat again. Others, like
the hard gray wheels that came with grinder, will require dressing more often to remove the
glaze of embedded metal and "sharpen" the wheel.
10. The color of the grinding wheel has no meaning. While all white wheels may be Aluminum
Oxide, not all Aluminum Oxide wheels are white. They also come in a pale green, violet, pink,
blue, and yellow, depending on the manufacturer and the dyes they use in the binders that hold
the abrasive particles together.
11. There is no truth to the myth that the gray wheels will damage the steel.
12. A cheap grinding wheel is a cheap grinding wheel, whatever color it is. Good quality is more
expensive. Lacking any other knowledge and specifications, the price is a good indicator of
quality.
13. A 46-grit is a coarse wheel, and a 120-grit is a fine wheel. Take your pick for those in
between. There isn't enough difference between 60, 80, and 100-grit to worry about it.
14. Getting HSS to turn blue or even red-hot while grinding is not a problem. But, if you do, let it
cool in the air. Don't shock it by submerging it in cold water because that can start microcracks in the thin cutting edge.
15. Getting carbon steel hot enough to turn blue can be a problem. That temperature allows the
Carbon to move around in the steel and it looses its temper. All is not lost when this happens,
just get it hot again, immediately dip it in cold water, and then grind away the blue steel,
keeping it cool this time with frequent dipping in cold water.
16. Real woodturners do use scrapers.
17. You can turn an entire bowl or anything else, inside and out, with a scraper. It just takes
longer and there is no reason for the tooled finish to be any different from that of a gouge.
18. Any wood can be turned. Some is just easier than others. On a scale of 1-to-10, I have yet to
find a "Zero", but I have had some that came close.
19. Don't turn bad wood. There is good wood and there is bad wood. Experience will teach us
the difference. And, a high purchase price is not a measure of wood quality.
20. Some wood will crack, no matter what you do with it. Neither soap, nor bags, nor magic
potions, or prayer will save it. And you will never know until after it happens.
21. Cracking in wood started long before we turn it in the lathe. How it was handled before is
more important than what we do with it after it is turned.
22. There are only two kinds of people. Those who are allergic to Cocobolo and those that will
be.
23. Measuring the height of the tool-rest is not important. Riding the bevel of the gouge on the
wood is important. The tool rest has to be at whatever height makes that happen while the
handle of the tool is held in a comfortable working position.
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24. Learning to use a skew chisel will teach us how wood is cut, and that will make all other
turning tools easier to use.
25. The walls of bowls and other vessels will become thinner and more uniform with practice,
automatically. We will know when we are getting there because we "just know it" and can hear
it. Cracking and other drying problems will start to disappear at the same time. Some folks will
never get there, and that's OK too. There is nothing wrong with using calipers.
26. Don't make turning tools from old files, even if you understand the heat treatment of steel,
know how to do it, and have the facilities for it. Every groove on the surface of the file is a
stress concentration waiting to crack. Many will have already started to propagate microscopic
cracks through the file. No amount of grinding the grooves away, annealing or tempering the
file will weld these cracks back together.
27. Sanding is important. No finish can be any better than the surface that it is applied to.
28. The finish will accent your mistakes and torn grain. It will not hide them.
29. Sanding and finishing takes at least as long as the turning, and often longer. If it doesn't,
you are either very good and don't need to be reading this, or your standards are too low.
30. Wood cannot be made into something that it is not: waterproof. If you want waterproof,
consider making the vessel from glass or porcelain.
31. Before using Mineral Oil, keep the customer in mind (again). Ask yourself if you would want
to use a salad bowl that was covered with the same thing that your mother gave you as a
laxative when you were a child.
32. That didn't do it? If you wouldn't put motor oil on the wood, why would you want to use
Mineral Oil? They are the same thing. (This one always gets an argument!)
33. There is no such thing as a "food-safe" finish. Somewhere, sometime, someone will be
found who has an allergy to anything that we can put on the surface of a piece of wood, or to
the wood itself. If it considered as being safe, it's because that person hasn't been found, yet.
34. Woodturners and chemical companies are the only people who believe that, "All finishes are
food-safe after the solvents have evaporated." Try explaining this logic to a generation of folks
who believe that their health has suffered from "Better living through chemistry."
35. If the bottom isn't finished, the piece isn't finished. And, a flat surface from a belt sander, or
a glued-on piece of felt, is not a finish.
36. If it isn't signed, it isn't finished. If you don't think enough of it to sign your name, nobody
else will think much of it either.
37. Always wear face and eye protection, even while sanding. You never know when a piece of
wood will explode, and the heat from sanding can be enough to do it.
38. Do not sand without covering your nose and mouth with a respirator or air filter that is
approved for fine wood dust. A cheap paper mask is neither. If you think that this isn't
important, come back in 20 years and tell me again that it isn't.
39. I have never met a woodturner that I didn't like. There have been a few that have pushed
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that statement to the limit, but in the end, they are all good folks.
40. Never do anything that you wouldn't want to read about in the next morning's newspaper.

####################

Central Illinois Woodturners Minutes – January 10, 2011
Next meeting: February 14, 2011 – James Pearce’s Shop – Peoria
Membership (Bill Schulz)
 30 Members Attended
 Guests Attending – Matt Alexander (Son of Pekin’s Roger Alexander; Gordon Gilomen
 New Member – Ray Hamstead – Bloomington
 Please remember to pay your CIW dues and renew your AAW membership
Treasurer's Report (Terry Quiram)- “In The Black” , Treasurer’s Report approved
- John Katske made motion to approve
- Larry Moreau seconded motion
- Treasurer’s Report approved
Library (John Timerman)
 Please don’t forget to return items – Some things overdue from Library – Please Check
 John is taking title or author suggestions for purchasing new material for the Library.
Old Business
 Don’t Forget ! Woodworkers Shop in Pekin will display for sale any members turnings. There
will be a 12% fee to cover any tax and credit card charge.
 Roger Buss reported on the results of the December Top-A-Thon fund raiser for The
Children’s Home. A total of $1074 was donated as the result of the sale of tops and collecting
donations.
 Frank Kobilsek reminded all of the John Jordan Demo to be held at the Blmg Millworks on
Feb. 11 and Feb. 12. The cost is $25 for the Friday demo and if you wish to attend the
Saturday “Hands On” session also, the total cost will be $60. The Saturday session will be
limited to the first 12 people who get their check into Frank.
 If anyone has a suggestion for a Fall Demo in Peoria, please contact Frank.
 Rick Bucker is taking orders for a collective purchase to save shipping charges from
Thompson Tools. Contact him before Jan. 29th if interested.
New Business
 Roger Buss asked if there is an interest in mentoring at the South Side Mission on Laramie St.
in Peoria. If you would like to know more, contact Roger
 There was a motion on the floor to spend up to $300 on additions to the Library. Both DVDs
and Books. Dave Kraft made the motion and it was seconded by John Katske. Approved.
 Terry Quiram brought up revitalizing the Mentor Program. He volunteered his shop and time
to mentor anyone who is interested. An “Open Shop” group mentoring session was also
mentioned.
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Dick Coers mentioned some upcoming dates for Club Demos around our area. The Demo
Schedule can be seen on the AAW website, Woodturner.org.
Carl Miller would like to hear ideas for monthly Club Demos that interest all of us.
Joe Landon will arrange to have Club business cards made.
Further discussion on having a Club Competition for the entry to the AAW Club Competition

President’s Challenge for the March 14th Bloomington Meeting:
Turn something with a foot. “Neat Feet” can be of your choosing. Rather than just a plain base,
design your piece with individual “feet”.
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